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IMT 2020 requirements drive the need for spectrum
Enhancement of capabilities from IMT-Advanced to IMT-2020
One of the pillars in the vision for 5G
is to provide high-speed wireless
mobile connectivity:
“IMT-2020 is expected to provide a
user experience matching, as far as
possible, that of fixed networks”.
5G must deliver a user
experienced mobile data rate of
100 Mbit/s in the downlink and
50 Mbit/s in the uplink and
accommodate 1 million
connections per km2.

User experienced
data rate (Mbit/s)
100
Area traffic capacity
(Mbit/s/m2)
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x 10
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5G is not simply a continuation of the mobile business as we know it

Extremely high data rates, very high
traffic volumes, high traffic density,
rapid mobility, city wide coverage
Enhanced Mobile Broadband
Smartphone, 8k 250fps video, AR/VR,
cloud based gaming, venues, body cams

Fibre like data rates, extremely high
traffic volumes
Fixed Wireless Access
Home, business, retail, nomadic, cameras

Very large number of devices, very low
device cost, low energy, high density,
country wide coverage

Very low latency, very high availability
and reliability

Massive Machine Type Communications
Sensors, meters, tracking, fleet
management

Critical Machine Type Communications
Self-driving car, industrial applications,
manufacturing

The 5G vision is for a fibrelike user experience and
connectivity for a wide range
of new uses coupled with new
features, such as:
• an expectation of a near
guaranteed data rate,
seamless,
• low latency communication,
• smart city and other IoT,
• self-driving vehicles,
• network slicing
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To deliver the 5G vision poses huge challenge in cities with a high traffic density and
a substantial amount of mid-band spectrum is required
Sub-1GHz band 600 - 900 MHz
deep indoor and rural coverage layer, legacy technologies and 5G
Lower mid-band 1.5 – 2.6 GHz
basic capacity layer, legacy technologies and 5G

IMT 2020
Requirements
User experienced
100 Mbit/s DL and
50 Mbit/s UL rate

Upper mid-band 3.3-4.2, 4.5-4.99, 6GHz
city-wide speed coverage layer, 5G only

Area traffic capacity
of 10 Mbit/s/m2
High-band 26GHz & other
mmWave, Super high capacity
hot-spots, 5G only

Dense Urban

Urban

Suburban

Rural
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The required 100 Mbit/s DL and 50 Mbit/s UL user experienced
data rate is the key driver to for additional mid-band spectrum

 We use the population density in cities as a proxy

for mobile area traffic demand density that is
triggered by both human and non-human users.

ITU Requirement
User experienced
speed100/50 Mbit/s
Population density

 Concurrent bandwidth demand from both human

users and other use cases is presented in the form
of an activity factor ranging from 10% to 25%. The
activity factor is a proxy for the demand by both
human users and non-human users.

 The mobile area traffic density demand is the net

demand after deducting offloading traffic to high
bands sites and indoor small cells.

Area Traffic
Demand

Activity factor (%)
Offload to
mmWave & indoor
small cells (%)

Concurrent
demand from
human users
Concurrent
demand from new
use cases

Traffic demand per
km2 (Gbit/s/km2)
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We assume that in the 2025-2030 time frame all spectrum is used for
5G and there will be 3 outdoor mid-band small cells per macro site

Area Traffic
Capacity Supply

Macro site intersite distance

Outdoor small
cells relative to
macro sites

Macro site
sectorisation

Outdoor small cell
sectorisation

 We assume that within the 2025 to 2030 time frame,

MHz of spectrum
on macro site

MHz of spectrum
on
outdoor small cell

 We assume that each operator will deploy 3 outdoor

Macro site
spectral efficiency
(bit/s/Hz)

Outdoor small cell
spectral efficiency
(bit/s/Hz)

 The “baseline spectrum” for each city includes

spectrum already in use by mobile operators as well
as expected future assignments in the period of
2021 to 2025.

 Depending on the specific city among the 36 cities

addressed, the baseline spectrum varies from 725
MHz up to 1,420 MHz.

mobile operators will have made the investment to
use all “baseline spectrum” for 5G.

small cells per each of its macro sites, invest in
MIMO upgrades, install indoor small cells, and
deploy high-bands (mmWave) spectrum on outdoor
and indoor sites.

Capacity supply
per km2
(Gbit/s/km2)
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We have modelled the 5G mobile area traffic demand and capacity supply
in 36 cities around the world

We focus on cities with population
densities of more than 8,000 per km2
We analysed 36 cities:
Tehran – Amsterdam – Bangkok –
Munich – Marseille – Hamburg – Minsk
– Baku – Makkah – Milan – Lyon –
Rome – Berlin – Amman – Tashkent –
Johannesburg – Bangkok – Riyadh –
Barcelona – Madrid – Bogotá – Mexico
City – Istanbul – Jakarta – Beijing –
Paris – Nairobi – Cairo – Tokyo - Ho
Chi Minh City - New York – Moscow –
São Paulo – Mumbai – Hong Kong –
Yangon – Lagos

 Our analysis covers a sample of cities with high-

density clusters of at least 40 km2.

 Based on data provided in Demographia World

Urban Areas, (Built Up Urban Areas or World
Agglomerations), 16th annual edition, June 2020, we
estimate that 626 urban areas have clusters of at
least 40 km2 with a population density of +8,000.

 These cities can be found in all six ITU Regional

groups (APT, ASMG, ATU, CEPT, CITEL, RCC).

 Together these cities contain an estimated 1.64

billion people. This scale provides a good illustration
that allocating additional upper mid-band spectrum to
IMT is of significance for a large proportion of the
world’s population.
11
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Despite the investments to supply mobile area traffic capacity, there will be a
significant shortfall of upper mid-band spectrum

In the 36 cities we examined, substantial amounts of
mid-band spectrum are found to be required to
deliver the 5G vision in an economically feasible
manner, taking different national income levels into
consideration.
Category by income
grouping *

Minimum
estimate

Maximum
estimate

High income cities

1,260 MHz

3,690 MHz

Upper middle income cities

1,020 MHz

2,870 MHz

Lower middle income cities

1,320 MHz

3,260 MHz

* World bank income classification GDP per capita

 Policymakers will, therefore, need to

consider making more spectrum in
mid-band and prepare national
spectrum roadmaps that consider
future 5G area traffic demand density.

 There is a concern in the mobile

industry that regulators may not be
fully aware of the scale of the 5G
traffic density challenge in urban
areas.

 Specifically, there is a concern that

regulators may not be planning to
clear and award enough mid-band
licensed 5G spectrum between now
and 2030.
© Copyright Coleago Consulting 2021
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Small cell densification beyond what we assumed in our model is not an
economically feasible substitute for additional mid band spectrum
The small cell vs. spectrum trade off
 Our spectrum demand model assumes

3 small cells per macro site.

 Beyond that, a city with a population

density of 18,000 per km2 and 7.2
macro sites per km2, 177 additional
outdoor small cells per km2 are required
to deliver the same capacity as an
additional 1,250 MHz.

 Considering an urban area of 100 km2,

17,700 additional small cells would be
required (compared to 720 macro sites)
in the absence of an additional 1,250
MHz of mid-band spectrum.

Not having additional mid bands spectrum is
highly problematic
 The significant numbers of outdoor small cells with

relatively small inter-site distances
–

will have a negative impact on the city
environment from an aesthetics point of view,

–

will increase power consumption, and

–

would be very costly thus making 5G less
affordable for lower income groups.

 Such small inter-site distances, over such large

areas, may not be practically possible from an
interference point of view. Operators would push
against the technical limits of network
densification.
13
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High bands (mmWave) are not a substitute to additional mid bands
spectrum

We explored whether mmWave could be a
substitute to additional mid band spectrum.
 Our model assumes mmWave deployment in

traffic hotspots which alleviates some of the
spectrum need for mid-band spectrum.
–

We assume that 20 to 35% of traffic is cities
will be offloaded to mmWave.

 If no additional mid bands spectrum is made

available, all options for further densification
would require several thousands new
mmWave macro sites and/or new mmWave
small cells over large areas i.e. not only
locally.

mmWave
spectrum

 The small inter-site distances for mmWave

sites due to the need to provide consistent
speed coverage across the entirety of the city
area, this would involve several thousands of
mmWave sites to be built in each city.

 The mmWave densification approach

would not represent a viable option, being
–

very costly and

–

undesirable from an environmental
perspective due to the large number of sites
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A reasonableness check

City average area traffic density
 The cities in our sample show results in area

traffic density of 300 to 500 Gbit/s/km2.

 Let’s compare this to the ITU-R IMT-2020 area

traffic requirement of 10
into Gbit/s/km2.
–

Mbit/s/m2

translating it

Multiply by 1,000,000 to get from m2 to km2
and divide by 1,000 to get from Mbit/s to
Gbit/s gives 10,000 Gbit/s/km2.

Peak area traffic density – mobile users
London Route Master Bus
 Area 2.5x10 m (m2)

25

 Capacity (passengers)

80

 % using video

10%

 4K video speed (Mbit/s)

20

 Area traffic demand Mbit/s/m2 6.4

 300-500 Gbit/s/km2 on average across the

whole city is only 3% to 5% of the local peak
which demonstrates that our numbers are
modest.
15
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Additional upper mid-band spectrum provides a sustainable path to
bring fibre-like speeds to additional areas

Additional spectrum would provide
sufficient bandwidth to ensure that
FWA will be a cost effective solution,
able to address the needs for 100
Mbit/s connectivity as a long-term
solution for small towns and villages.

Spectrum for 5G
FWA

 There are 1.1 to 1.2 billion households worldwide without

broadband access and FWA is the fastest growing
method of bringing fixed broadband.

 Upper mid-band spectrum has a key role to play in

providing fibre-like access via 5G at an affordable price.

 The ITU and UNESCO Broadband Commission for

Sustainable Development 2025 Targets make this
explicit: “By 2025, entry-level broadband services should
be made affordable in developing countries, at less than
2% of monthly gross national income per capita.”

 Alternative rural connectivity solutions based on satellite

or fibre typically have higher costs and, therefore, outside
the affordability of households and business in villages
and rural small towns, particularly in lower-middle and
low income countries.
16
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Conclusion: Demand drivers for mid-band spectrum is driven by both cities, as well
as small towns and villages

Country with
extensive FTTH

Country with sparce
fixed infrastructure

Urban areas with high
population density

Villages and rural small
towns

City-wide speed coverage

FWA

City-wide speed coverage
FWA

FWA

Without 1.2 to 3 GHz of additional mid-band spectrum the
urban - rural digital divide my widen rather than narrow.
17
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The Spectrum Pricing in Africa study
This study leverages a unique spectrum awards database
 Historical analysis of spectrum licencing allows to study spectrum holdings trends 2010-2019
 Spectrum pricing for 93 licences in Africa, and for 405 assignments globally
Benchmarks developed across three areas
Timings of release

Amounts of spectrum
 49 African markets
 79 global markets




49 African markets
79 global markets

 Evaluate impact of indicators for amounts, timings and pricing of spectrum on:
‒ mobile broadband coverage
‒ network speeds
‒ mobile broadband adoption

Spectrum pricing



29 African markets
87 global markets

Governments in Africa have assigned half of mobile
spectrum, compared to the global average…
Average spectrum holdings per operator (2019)
Coverage spectrum (below 1 GHz)

Capacity spectrum (over 1 GHz)
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Analysis includes spectrum licences below 3.7 GHz, and excluding 5G-specific spectrum.

…the notable gap in spectrum assignments versus the rest of
the world emerged and expanded over the last decade
Average spectrum per operator in Africa and a sample of countries globally
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…and at higher prices – accounting for income,
spectrum price is higher than elsewhere in the world
Median unit price of spectrum 2010-2019, $ per million of income
All spectrum assignments
Coverage spectrum assignments (below 1 GHz)
Capacity spectrum assignments (over 1 GHz)
1.88
3.44

Africa

0.86
1.75
2.46

Developing (excl. Africa)

1.56
0.78
1.37

Global (excl. Africa)

0.53
0.42
1.18

Developed

0.21

Analysis includes spectrum licences below 3.7 GHz, and excluding 5G-specific spectrum.

Half of all assignments globally that can be qualified as
having extreme prices are in Africa

Analysis includes spectrum licences below 3.7 GHz, and excluding 5G-specific spectrum.

Impacts of lower amount of spectrum
…. as well as encourage more
adoption

MBB adoption (% population)

.... faster network download
speeds

Download speeds (Mbps)

MBB coverage (% population)

Markets with more spectrum have
higher coverage

Average MBB spectrum per operator (MHz)
Analysis includes spectrum licences below 3.7 GHz, and excluding 5G-specific spectrum.

Impacts of high prices
.... slower network download
speeds

…. as well as lower adoption

MBB adoption (% population)

Download speeds (Mbps)

MBB coverage (% population)

More expensive spectrum is linked to
lower coverage

Average spectrum price per million of income ($)
Analysis includes spectrum licences below 3.7 GHz, and excluding 5G-specific spectrum.

Key Policy messages
Amount of
Spectrum

Timing

Price

African governments should release more spectrum, in order to expand coverage,
improve network speeds and encourage mobile adoption
• Both coverage and capacity
• 900/1800/2100 leftover, 700/800/2300/2600, then 3500 and mmWave
To realise the full potential of mobile services, authorities should license
spectrum timely, provide certainty and allow for technological neutrality
• Predictable roadmaps, long licence duration; guaranteed renewal;
• Technological neutrality
Expensive spectrum is detrimental for consumers – governments
should ensure policies that support affordable spectrum pricing
• Modest reserve prices and annual fees
• Avoid artificial scarcity; and ensure appropriate auction formats

Download the Report and GSMA Position Paper
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